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Since we left home 38 days ago, we have slept in 12 different hotels, on two airplanes and rested our eyes on
a couple of buses. We are now in Chiangmai, Thailand and are planning to settle down and spend a total of 11
days here which will make up almost one-quarter of our entire trip. You may wonder why we are devoting so
much time to Chiangmai? There are a few reasons:
1. At its centre is a 4 sq. km. Old City that is fortified by a wall and a moat. The last time we were here, it wasn’t
called the Old City. It was called Chiangmai, filled with dirt paths, guest houses, and artisans, with fields and
jungle and elephants on the outside of the walls. So there is some nostalgia.
2. Today, 1 million people live in this modern, bustling touristic region beyond the city which only houses about

Thai Buddha and
200 thousand people, yet there are an estimated 50 thousand expats in the area. There is
so much to do and see here, including 110 temples just inside the city.
friends.
3. A good friend of ours, Connie Braithwaite, has joined us here for a week from Australia.
4. While the daytime highs are still in the mid-30’s, it cools off to about 18 degrees at night
and the humidity is about half of that in the south. Actually, that is reason 4, 5, 6 and 7. We
are in no rush to head back south to Bangkok, the River Kwai or Cambodia. In fact, after our stay here we are
heading to Chiang Rai, a small town even further north, for a couple more degrees of cooling.
8. This is a really nice place with great energy and a walkable centre. That is why so many foreigners move
here. The cost of living, safety, food, beauty, climate, and people are all pretty big draws.
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What can you expect to encounter in Chiangmai? The following is a partial
list:
Night Markets: there is one every night of the week and two on weekends,
just in case one isn’t enough. Imagine the stampede midway on the hottest
Saturday afternoon of the year and then make it dark, double the number of
people, and throw in some deep fried scorpions. That, my friends, is the
recipe for a party.
Temples and Pagodas: It seems like the remarkable buildings and grounds
are there more for the tourists than the local Buddhists, but who cares.
Some are really old and others fairly new but they are all impressive in their
own way. If the tourists would leave, you could actually be able to meditate.
Food: It doesn’t matter what you like to eat, it is here. From spaghetti to
Unidentified Frying Objects, it’s abundant and delicious. I find it interesting
that they call it Thai Food which seems unnecessary until you realize that
there are also large numbers of Indian and Italian restaurants. It doesn’t
matter if you find it on the side of the street, on a motorcycle sidecar, in a
hole in the wall or at a fancy establishment, the only thing that varies is the
price and the ambiance. Apparently, the second best restaurant in the world
is here. It is called David’s Kitchen. We tried to make reservations for
Carol’s birthday and they just laughed at us. Everyone is so happy here.
Massages: We discovered today that longer is better. We have graduated
to the two-hour massage and have no idea how we ever put up with those paltry 60-minute versions. We now
have our eyes on the 4-hour package or better yet we may just have someone live in the bathroom of our hotel
room who will cook us food and lather us with oil. It sounds like the life of a butterball turkey. Short but sweet.
Flowers: There are almost too many flowers here. They don’t have a lot of big parks full of
manicured beds, just trees, bushes, shrubs, and dirt, each of which has flowers growing out Steps down from the
of them. The funny thing is, many of the temples are decorated with artificial flowers.
Temple. We took the
Apparently, monks don't find gardening to be a relaxing past time.
elevator
Remarkable People: Like our hotel receptionist who works her 12-hour day with a huge
smile and a bigger heart and then gets up a 4 am to help a couple get to the airport when
their taxi doesn't arrive. Later that night, she was back at 10 pm to help an American tourist track down a snake
vendor. I really doubt that would have been in her job description. Like a shop owner who didn’t sell red wine
but who walked us a block through the back alleys into the rear door of a private club that was hosting a winetasting event. We didn’t get wine, because a single glass was more expensive than the 3 bottles we eventually
found, but we did get our pictures taken at the event. Or like two clerks at a 7-11 (yes, they are here and they
are everywhere and have everything) where I bought bus tickets to Chiang Rai. They collaborated to use our
passports to fill out the ticket information in English. If you don’t think that takes a while, try doing the same
thing in Thai which has letters that are equally unrecognizable to us.
Safety: There is reportedly no crime here and if there was, my
Thailands current population of money would be on the foreigners as the culprits. Can you even
imagine Calgary being crime free? What would have to happen to
domesticated elephants is about make that happen?
2,700. It is estimated that there So hopefully, you get the picture that spending an extended time in
Chiangmai is no hardship. Perhaps I should get one of the I Love
are 40,000 – 50,000 remaining
Chiangmai t-shirts we see in all of the markets to go with my I Love
Asian Elephants in the world and Thailand, I Love SE Asia, I Love Travel and I Love Life collection.
And then I can go home and give them to the people that I truly love.
2,000 – 3,000 elephants
Who doesn't like a $5 gift?

remaining in the wild in Thailand.
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